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Top Mutual Fund Seeks Stocks
That Defy Covid-19 Market Crash
Strength From Diversification

Fund flexibility based on
owning stocks with three
types of revenue growth
BY P A U L K AT Z E F F
INVESTOR’S BUSINESS DAILY

Amid the coronavirus stock
market crash, managers of topperforming MainStay Winslow
Large Cap Growth FundMLAAX
seek stocks that defy the selloff and others that they expect
will outperform in the next
rally.
They do it by sticking to
their longtime plan. “Our approach has the built-in flexibility of aiming for three types
of growth stocks,” said lead
manager Justin Kelly. “We can
make adjustments. We can
move more into consistent
growth stocks, away from cyclicals.”
Kelly and fellow manager
Patrick Burton call their third
group of equities, after consistent and cyclical growth stocks,
dynamic growth stocks. “We
haven’t made much change in
that area,” Kelly said. “Some
of those companies, like Salesforce.comCRM and FacebookFB,
will be impacted (by the coronavirus stock market crash).
But they will be the strongest
growth companies coming out
of the second quarter as a recovery takes hold.”
That doesn’t mean Kelly and
Burton expect a recovery to be
confined to July. “We expect
the recovery to be more in the

third and fourth quarters and
into 2021,” Kelly said.
The $10.4 billion fund’s three
buckets of stocks reflect rates
of revenue growth, not earnings growth. The idea behind
divvying up their portfolio
among three buckets is to diversify. The managers seek
stocks whose earnings grow
best in different parts of any
economic cycle.
What are some stocks they
think will thrive despite the
coronavirus stock market
crash? “A good example of
that is American TowerAMT,”
Kelly said, referring to one of
the fund’s consistent revenue
growth stocks. “That was a
stock we didn’t own before
because it was too expensive.
It sold off with the overall market. But we believe its business,
if anything, will benefit from
the coronavirus situation. We
took its price decline as an
opportunity to purchase the
stock.”
From the broad market’s Feb.
19 pre-coronavirus crisis peak
to its recent low, the S&P 500
collapsed 35%. It has regained
all but 20%, going into Tuesday
afternoon.
American Tower lost 30% at
its trough. It has regained all
but 4.5%.
Burton said, “American Tower’s customers at the moment
are seeing a surge in wireless
data usage. As a provider of
shared macro tower infrastructure, AMT will see a significant ramp-up in existing lease
amendment activity as new
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telecom equipment is added to
the present tower infrastructure footprint.”
Burton adds that American
Tower should also benefit from
the recent merger between TMobileTMUS and Sprint. He expects the combined company
to move forward quickly on its
network buildout plans.
Stocks that get beaten up
during the downturn and
then should enjoy a strong
rally, Kelly says, include VisaV,
MastercardMA, Facebook and
Google-parent AlphabetGOOGL.
Kelly and Burton like con-
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sistent revenue growers Visa
and Mastercard since they
benefit from the shift to digital payments globally. “In a
post-crisis world, we expect
the trend to continue if not
accelerate,” Kelly said. “Additionally, both companies make
more in online transactions
than offline.”
Similarly, the managers expect dynamic revenue growers Facebook and Google to be
early beneficiaries of an economic recovery because of the
real-time demand for targeted
digital advertising.
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Dynamic revenue grower
Veeva SystemsVEEV has erased
nearly its entire setback during
the coronavirus stock market
crash.
And Veeva software helps
companies manage sales and
operations as well as meet
regulations. Its software helps
customers track steps taken in
the development of health care
treatments. Lately, Veeva has
expanded its software’s use in
consumer packaged goods and
chemicals. In those fields, certain products face compliance
burdens similar to what Veeva’s
software helps enterprises meet
in health care.
Kelly said, “The reason the
stock has held up much better
than most stocks in the downturn is that Veeva sells almost
exclusively into the health care
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industry, especially the pharmaceuticals industry. Customers there are less likely to defer
spending.”
There’s a second reason for
Veeva stock’s strength. “Veeva
has a recurring revenue model,”
Kelly said. “It is a software-asa-service (SaaS) company, so it
charges an annual subscription
for its software. That makes its
revenue less variable.”
MicrosoftMSFT is in the fund’s
consistent growth bucket.
“Microsoft checks all the
boxes we’re looking for,” Burton
said. First, Microsoft’s cloud
services revenue growth is outpacing Amazon’s cloud revenue
growth. “And Microsoft Azure
is the number-two market-share
player in cloud-computing platforms. A number of their products, such as Office 365, have

moved to the cloud.”
Burton added, “So they’re
prime beneficiaries of the workfrom-home movement. They
have a product called Teams,
which is a collaborative application that allows users in different
locations to work together on a
project. It’s Microsoft’s version
of (a rival collaboration platform
called) Slack. The number of
Teams’ users has basically doubled in about two months.”
The work-from-home movement is driving an upgrade cycle
in personal computer sales. In
turn, that will drive an upgrade
cycle in licensed sales of the
Windows operating system,
Burton predicts. Sales of subscription software should also
rise, he adds.
Further, Microsoft’s balancesheet cash hoard will help the
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company weather the coronavirus stock market crash, Burton
says.
The fund’s long-term game
plan has been a winning one.
MainStay Winslow Large Cap
Growth is a 2020 IBD Best Mutual Funds Awards winner. The
fund topped the S&P 500 in calendar 2019 as well as over the
three, five and 10 years ended
Dec. 31 on an average-annualreturn basis.
The fund has fared better
than the broad market amid
the coronavirus stock market
correction too. So far this year,
the fund has lost less than the
overall market. Its setback was
11.44% vs. 17.24% for the S&P
500 and 13.63% for its largecap growth rivals tracked by
Morningstar Direct, going into
Wednesday.
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